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This illustrated social story is part of a collection of free materials on my website, to help children with ASD to increase 
awareness about how their social and emotional condition is affected by involvement with fantasy, and to suggest points 
of intervention. Please look over the free materials to see which are best for the young person you are helping. The other 
free materials on this topic include a “board game” regarding pretend and a checklist of multiple areas of possible 
concern.

In my own work with children, teens and young adults on the autism spectrum who are dealing with anxiety, depression, 
social isolation and skills deficits, I often encounter problematic involvement with fantasy-based interests and activities. 
These problems include:

*Enthrallment with the fantasy aspects of video games, contributing to withdrawal from social engagement and life skill 
activities

*Creation of imaginary friends and imaginary worlds which last too long and assume too much importance to the young 
person with ASD

*Awkward attempts to engage others in play based on the fantasy system

In my therapy with young people experiencing fantasy enthrallment, my objectives are to:

*Help them to give candid and full descriptions of the fantasy-based thoughts and activities they value

*Validate their creativity and the functional aspects of activities powered by their imaginations

*Raise their awareness of ways that fantasy-based fixation can affect their lives and prospects adversely

*Reduce the severity of the problematic fantasy enthrallment and explore better ways to deal with boredom, anxiety and 
stress

*Engage parents and other family members in exploration of possible solutions

My best wishes to you in your own work.

Note to the professional or parent:

Joel Shaul, LCSW
©2021  Joel Shaul

https://autismteachingstrategies.com/uncategorized/autism-and-fantasy-understanding-appreciating-and-helping-young-people-on-the-autism-spectrum-with-their-fantasy-worlds-worksheets-game-illustrated-social-story/
https://autismteachingstrategies.com/uncategorized/autism-and-fantasy-understanding-appreciating-and-helping-young-people-on-the-autism-spectrum-with-their-fantasy-worlds-worksheets-game-illustrated-social-story/
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